Communication

Opjectives

• A key dimension of IPCflPE

• To expand our focus beyond
individual communication skills

- "Openness in communication"
- "Respectful interprofessional communIcation"

• Education targets individual skill
development
"Improved communication skills"

• So that our practice and education
efforts can better grapple with the
complexities of team communication

- "Students practice communicating"
"Students learn to talk with colleagues"

Presentation Outline
• Introduce a rhetorical approach to
team communication
• Present 4 claims, with reference to
research on interprofessional teams
• Discuss what these claims might
mean for our efforts in IPeflPE
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Rhetoric and IPCflPE
• Rhetoric helps us see how communication
shapes professional identities & values
• It draws attention to the social relations
embodied in all communication acts
• It provides tools for excavating
communication practices for discussion
Miller 1995: DI8S 2000; Schrier 2005; Lingard 2007; Gardezi 2009
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Savvy communicators understood
After 5 minutes hunting for the correct pathway
to insert a patient diet change In the EPR the
physician forces the system to let him enter
what he wants by creating a free-text entry
Afterwards, the physician looks for the patient's
nurse, "I've created an order that I think wiff
create confusion so I wanted to explain it to
[Nurse 9)"." Finds the nurse and says, "OK.
so I just wrote an order but I want /0 make
sure you understand that we continue with the
other and add this to i(",
Fieldnote

•

• That communication shaped the work of
other team members

1/1

• That EPR entries were not static
messages - they had audiences whose
situations required them to interpret
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• However, less savvy communicators did
not exhibit this strong sense of the social
context of their messages
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Trainee A is struggling with the EPR.
Frustrated, Sihe enters a free text morphine
order as a 'workaround' because she can 'I
get the field she wants on Ihe screen, Another
trainee warns ''it will look like 2 morphine
orders, Not everybody would know what you
mean. ' Trainee A struggles for anol/ler few
minutes, Finally, slhe says, "I'll enter it for the
time being and come back and fix it later"
Trainee B is hesitant. "I don't think it Ivil/ be
clear" '" walks away.
(Fie/dnole)

Implications for IPC/IPE
• Train novices to judge how the social
situation influences their
communication
• Look beyond individual incompetence
to understand why communication
breaks down
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The circulating nurse and scrub nurse are doing
their count near the end of the case< Surgical
resident requests "4-0 Vicryl please" from the
scrub nurse. The scrub nurse's back is to him.
she doesn't immediately respond< Resident
requests again with a slightly louder voice: "Can
I get a 4-0 Vicryl please?" Nurse still doesn't
respond The surgical resident raises his
eyebrovv at the junior resident across the table<
A few moments later, the count is done< The
nurse repeats "4_0 Vicryl", handing the suture<
The resident takes it, appears Iffitated, sighing
loudly and shaking his head,
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• We might see the suture request
responded to immediately (no silence)
• However, this very responsiveness
may be problematic, as it interrupts
the counting protocol
• Sometimes communication progresses
smoothly towards dangerous outcomes

Implications for IPCIIPE
If

• Teach novices to listen to silence

'"

• Reflect on the functional and
dysfunctional uses of silence on teams
• Critically evaluate our assessment
tools - do they focus exclusively on
spoken discourse, or do they account
also for how silence is used?
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This briefing covered significant details about
the patient's history and the operative plan
However, SS gave something of a
monologue and didn't invite contributions
from others. eN and AS each interjected at
pOints in the briefing, but SN (a novice nurse)
stood at the scrub table and kept her back to
the group as she listened. After the briefing,
she told (observer) that SS "hadn't really
included" her, so she didn't want to [appear to
be eavesdropping].
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(Briefing 94)

Implications for IPC/IPE

• Briefings are based the principle that all
team member input is relevant & welcome

If

• New communication routines
are a common emphasis in

• Nurses often reported that briefings made
them feel like respected team members.,.
..

• However, we observed several indications
that the nurses' role in particular could be
minimized through monologic briefing
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is a
SOCial and relational activity
Uptake is rarely
straightforward - subtle
adaptations can produce
radically different results
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Communication is invariably a focus
in efforts to promote IPC/IPE
• These 4 claims are intended to push us
beyond the descriptive aspects of
communication
• To the constructive aspects of
communication
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Questions for teams & trainees

"

• What do we hear when colleagues speak?

itO

• What recurrent situations produce
communication 'problems'?
• How does silence work on our teams?

•

• What subtle & surprising features of
uptake occur when we introduce new
communication initiatives?
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